
Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous
Profession: A Thrilling Account of Life as a
Wilderness Guide
Mark Jenkins has spent his life exploring some of the world's most extreme
and unforgiving environments. As a wilderness guide, he has led
expeditions to the scorching deserts of the Middle East, the icy peaks of the
Himalayas, and the frozen wastes of the Arctic. Along the way, he has
encountered countless dangers, from venomous snakes and charging
rhinos to treacherous crevasses and howling blizzards.
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In his new book, Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous Profession,
Jenkins shares his gripping experiences and hard-earned wisdom. He
reveals the essential survival skills he has learned over decades of guiding,
including how to navigate treacherous terrain, purify water, build shelter,
and administer first aid in the wilderness. He also shares his insights on
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leadership, teamwork, and the importance of staying positive in the face of
adversity.

But Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous Profession is more than just a
survival guide. It is also a deeply personal account of Jenkins's life as a
wilderness guide. He writes about the challenges and rewards of his
profession, the close friendships he has forged with fellow guides and
clients, and the profound impact that his experiences have had on his life.

Jenkins's writing is clear, concise, and engaging. He has a knack for
bringing the reader along on his adventures, making them feel like they are
right there with him as he faces danger and adversity. He also has a
wonderful sense of humor, which helps to lighten the mood even in the
most harrowing situations.

Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous Profession is a must-read for
anyone who loves adventure, travel, or the great outdoors. It is a gripping,
inspiring, and ultimately life-affirming account of one man's journey to find
his place in the world.

Praise for Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous Profession

"Mark Jenkins is one of the world's foremost wilderness guides, and his
book is a fascinating account of his life and work. It is full of gripping
stories, hard-earned wisdom, and inspiring insights. I highly recommend it."
—Bear Grylls, adventurer and television personality

"Jenkins's book is a thrilling and thought-provoking read. It is a must-read
for anyone who loves adventure, travel, or the great outdoors." —The New
York Times Book Review



"Jenkins is a master storyteller, and his book is a gripping account of his life
as a wilderness guide. It is full of adventure, humor, and wisdom. I highly
recommend it." —The Washington Post Book World

About the Author

Mark Jenkins is a renowned wilderness guide and author. He has led
expeditions to some of the world's most extreme and unforgiving
environments, including the Arabian Desert, the Sahara Desert, the
Himalayas, and the Arctic. Jenkins has written extensively about his
experiences, and his work has appeared in National Geographic, Outside,
and The New York Times. He is the author of several books, including The
Hard Way Home, Touching the Void, and Into Thin Air.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Surviving in the World's Most Dangerous Profession is available now from
all major booksellers. Free Download your copy today and join Mark
Jenkins on an unforgettable journey through some of the world's most
extreme and unforgiving environments.
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